Choreographer Mini-Biographies:

Mary Wohl Haan - artist, performer, Alexander Teacher, Mother
Nicole Dagess - dancer, climber, shower singer, yogi, tree lover, mad scientist
Jennifer Golonka - dancer, choreographer, teacher, certified Pilates instructor, eco warrior & political junkie
Heather Gray - collaborator has a shoe fetish, likes to fly kites and play in traffic
James Hoskins - collaborator plays the cello in every conceivable (at least by him) manner. The cats don't seem to mind!
Hannah Kahn - directs the Denver-based Hannah Kahn Dance Company (hannahkahn.dance.org)
Stephanie Koes - choreographer, performer, film-maker, teacher, dreamer, hugger, caffeinated fiend, fun seeker lover
Joselyn Levinson - human, woman, dancer, closet ballerina, choreographer, teacher, expert shopper, foodie & lover in general
Matt Lindstrom - assistant professor at Mesa State College, continues to perform with Shelter Repertory Dance Theater and will be teaching this summer at Interlochen School for the Arts
Kim Olson - artist, performer, choreographer
Tara Rynders - artist, performer, choreographer
Abigail Wallace - an average Midwestern girl who likes to dance and eat gluten-free pancakes, sometimes at the same time.
Lynnae White - artist, performer, choreographer
Mary Wohl Haan - from heart-through-mind-into-image dancer/choreographer/teacher/newbie dance film-maker, arts advocate & resource, wife, mother, daughter, horse lover, swimmer, closet goof-ball, blessed
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PAST TENSE
Live accompaniment by James Hoskins is made possible by a grant from the Arts and Cultural Enrichment Performance Enhancement Fund.
Choreographer & Performer: Josselyn Levinson
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PRIVATE
For my sweet sister, Yoran.
Choreographer: KC Chun-Manning
Performers: KC Chun-Manning, Kristine Whittle
Music: "Kefir," original music by William Joseph of the Swayback
Costumes & Set Design: KC Chun-Manning
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SUBTERRANEAN
"What was once underground is now coming to the surface." ~Gavin Bryars
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DASHES AND BOLTS (EXCEPt)
Choreographer: Hannah Kamo
Performers: Theressa Antoni, Michael Richman
Music: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Year created: 1797

THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT BOULDER
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE & DANCE PRESENTS:

NEXUS
A mingling of contemporary dance voices, showcasing the choreographic talent of the Boulder/Denver dance community and CU’s student artists.
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